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SOT MARY CARY 947BANNER - STANDARDS &                    ASSESSMENTSCG - MARY CARY          ASS'T SUP'T., DIV. OF CURRICULUM          & INSTRUCTIONCG - COMMON CORE(INSERT SIDESHOT HERE FROM 0954)

(SOT MARY CARY)
'The State Board of Education this past June adopted the national Common Core standards and they're called 'Common Core' because Maryland along with 48 other states agreed that we would take our present curriculum in Math and English and that we would look at our standards, and accept these national standards which are internationally benchmarked, because we want our students to be internationally comeptitive when they leave high school. So we agreed to revise our curriculum ...'
SOT MARY CARY 947CG - ADOPT & ADAPT

(sot mary cary)
'... and that's the process we have already started with writing teams of teachers from all over the state, members of the Higher Education Commission, and of course of Maryland Dept of Education staff.'
SOT MARY CARY 947CG - SUMMER SESSION

(sot mary cary 947)
'this summer we are actually bringing 58-hundred educators, a school team from every single school in the state of Maryland, a Math teacher, an English teacher, a STEM teacher, and a principal. They talk about it -- they add to it -- they add lessons and units.'
SOT MARY CARY 947

(sot cary)
'...  58-hundred folks say 'well we like what you've done over here, we don't like it over there ...'
SOT MARY CARY

(sot mary cary)
'So the draft curriculum we're creating this year will be a working document that will be added to.'
SOT MARY CARY 947 

(sot mary cary)
'Now, it's important to say that our present assessments, the Maryland Assessments, the MSA's they're called, will also have to change -- so while we're working on the curriculum, we're also working on the assessments.'
SOT MARY CARYCG - 2013 CURRICULUM & ASSESSMENTS

(sot mary cary)
'So in 2013, that's our key date, we'll have full implementation of our new curriculum (smile) the Maryland Common Core State Curriculum, and our new assessments that will be field tested that year, and then in 2014 everything will be in place.' (tight oq)
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